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Every angel is terrible. And yet, alas, 
I welcome you, almost fatal birds of 
the soul, knowing about you. 

Written over sixty-five years ago, much 
of Rainer Maria Rilke's "Second Duino 
Elegy"1 seems eerily descriptive of Beth 
Ames Swartz's new paintings, Celestial 
Visitations. The angels which have come 
to Swartz's canvases are not of an 
ethereal variety. They stretch and twist 
against the frame of their visitation with 
a real and muscular energy. From a 
place of awe similar to that of the poet, 
the painter also asks her angel subjects: 
Who are you? The poet answers himself 
with a catalog of entities strikingly 
evocative of the swirling vortices Swartz 
has painted. Each cosmic vortex is both 
a beginning and an end, a source and a 
return: 

You early success, coddled darlings of 
creation, mountain ranges, ridges 
reddened by dawn of genesis, - pollen 
of flowering godhead, articulations of 
light, corridors, stairways, thrones, 
vacant spaces of being, shields of 
rapture, tumults of stormy ecstasy, 
and suddenly, singly, mirrors which 
scoop again their outpoured beauty 
back into their own faces. 

Painted with the dynamic effects of Van 
Gogh's "Starry Night," Swartz's angels 
sputter forth energy and blessings like 
fountains or fireworks. Yet, at the same 
time, they seem to be sucking all that 
they emit back into themselves: 

For when we feel, 
we evaporate . . . .

Does the cosmic space in which we 
dissolve taste of us? 

Do the angels really seize nothing but 
what is theirs, 

what has streamed from them, or 
sometimes, as if by mistake, 

is a bit of our being taken with it? 
Are we mixed in their features 

like the vagueness on the faces of 
pregnant women? 

They're not aware of it in the whirl 
of returning into themselves . . . .

Part bird, part flower and part agitated 
personage, Swartz's angels have no 
heads and their legs are heavy. Mothlike 
and visceral at the same time, they have 
hearts throbbing in their centers 
(" shields of rapture"), and their potency 
and fertility ("pollen of flowering 
godhead") is evidenced by genitalia. 

Their opulence and hieratic symmetry 
tell us that they are ancient, and indeed 
one would have to go back to a 
prehistoric model to find spirit portrayed 
as so full of matter. Their form suggests 
the heavy-thighed, Neolithic goddess 
statues found throughout "Old Europe" 
(from the Adriatic to the Black Sea, from 
the Dnieper River to the islands of the 
Mediterranean). Often pillar-headed, 
these Neolithic fetishes combine the 
sexes into a female figure whose neck 
extends upward and ends suggestively 
without the actual definition of a head. 
As votive figures, they sometimes pose 
with their arms raised in a paradoxical 
gesture of vulnerability and awesome 
power.2 If, as some scholars suggest, 
these statuettes represent the moment of 
epiphany when the god and the one 
adoring the god fuse, then they are 
surely ancestors of Swartz's angels. 
Shattered mirrors are scattered amid the 
vivid paintstrokes and flakes of crushed 
stone which compose the rich surfaces 
of Swartz's canvases. Thus they "scoop 
again their outpoured beauty back into 
their own faces" and "a bit of our being 

(is) taken with it" as our fragmented 
reflection is gathered into the substance 
of these celestial visitors. 

Swartz says that the space in the studio 
changed when the angels came. 
Standing in front of "Celestial 
Visitations #5," I felt what she meant. 
The mirrors imbedded at different 
angles reflected fragments of the space 
around me, but they did not reflect me 
in any coherent way. This mirrored 
painting seemed to join the space in 
front of me with the space behind me. I 
was included in the space, but I was 
seemingly disembodied. I felt airy, as if 
light were going through me, as if I 
were no longer solid - "For when we 
feel, we evaporate." 

But empathic feeling at this intensity 
involves more than evaporation. The 
giving up of ego - which is what is 
implied, and is what brought Swartz to 
this body of work - is not without 
violence, pain and eruption. The 
mirrored glass is after all shattered. 
Paint drips like blood over the pheasant 
breast feathers collaged at the vaginal 
center of "Celestial Visitations #4." 
These angels are the outgrowth of a 
personal crisis and, as the artist says, 
they have been a long time coming. 

Their real beginning was in 1982. 
Exhausted and stricken with an illness 
partly attributable to the hazardous 
processes she used to make her fire 

1Rainer Maria Rilke, The Oui110 Elegies, C. F. 
Macintyre, trans., (Berkeley, University of 
California Press), 1963, pp. 13-19. 

2Marija Gimbutas, The Goddesses and Gods of Old 
Europe, (Berkeley, University of California Press), 
1982, plates 128-30, figs. 130-46. 
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